
What you are getting in the "Master F&O” Course and its details 

1. One printed book which explains A-Z of option trading concept. 
2. Three DVDs each one hour durations, to teach you the option trading tricks. 
3. Option trading software developed using the binomial option price model and gann 

method. 
4. Beta decoupling calculator for futures trading i.e. (hedging the future trade without 

options). Below are the detailed content of the DVD. 

DVD-1  

Basic Course on Futures and Options  

  

A. Basics of Futures & Options 

B. Two Option pricing model 

C. Trend Analysis Before you initiate F&O Strategy  

D. Volatility & Implied Volatility 

DVD-2  

  

Graduate Course on Futures and Options  

A. Definition, Performance Evaluation, Stress Test of the Strategy. 

B.Net Credit/Debit- Bull, Bear Spreads. 

C. Covered Call or Put with equal depth put long or call long, Iron condor strategy, 
Butterfly strategy, Covered call in one counter with future short and In the money call 
long in other counter, Bull spread with future short & "in the money call option" long, 
Selling a call and put option of same strike and forming multiple bull and bear spread in 
equal interval, Selling a call and put option of same strike and forming multiple 2/1 bull 
and bear spread in equal interval.  

D. Five conservative Strategies, Five strategies for 1st week of settlement, five 
strategies for mid week of settlement, Five Strategies for Bullish market with higher 
volatility; Five Strategies for Bearish market with Higher Volatility, Five Range bound 
market strategies.  

E. Identifying the bull market, bear market and range bound market using the mid point 
method. 



F. Identifying the volatility Market.  

G. Identifying the turning point for volatility crash or rise  

  

DVD-3  

Master's Course on Futures and Options 

  

A. Trading portfolio design 

 B. Beta Tested portfolios  

C. Portfolios with less than 1 lakhs capital  

D. Portfolios with >5 lakhs capital  

E. Twenty two F&O strategy for Indian Market 

  

Future and option Software 

This is tool developed by Mr Ranjan in Microsoft excel and run in any computer which 
has Microsoft excel. He has also added the volatility calculator, beta value calculator, 
intraday option strategy calculator in the application. No needs to connect to internet just 
install it in your computer and start using it. 

  

Master Key to Futures & Options Book 

This is book has seven chapters discussing various F&O techniques and its application 
in indian market. It also includes 22 option trade techniques and many more. You can 
read the limited preview of this book by clicking here. 

 

http://www.smartfinancein.com/read-gann-book.php�
http://www.smartfinancein.com/read-gann-book.php�
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